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TCEQ Announces Potential Revisions to
Penalty Policy
by Sam Ballard
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (“TCEQ”) recently
announced that the agency is considering potentially significant revisions to
its current penalty policy and compliance history rules. While the potential
revisions will apply to Municipal Solid
Waste facilities, they apply to virtually
all sites subject to TCEQ enforcement,
and are likely being driven by recent
catastrophic incidents at industrial
sites.

TCEQ Enforcement Division submitted an Interoffice Memorandum to the
TCEQ Commissioners’ Work Session
regarding potential revisions to the
agency’s penalty policy. The TCEQ
Commissioners deliberated on the potential revisions during a Work Session
on September 24, 2020. The revisions
under consideration include:
1.
Increasing the percentage
of the maximum statutory penalty for
alleged violations involving actual releases of pollutants. For example, the
recommended penalty for an alleged
violation involving a major harm from
a minor source will be adjusted from
30 percent to 50 percent of the maximum penalty. Similar adjustments are
under consideration for alleged violations involving a moderate or minor
harm.

The penalty policy was last revised on April 1, 2014. Since then, statutory changes have occurred, and according to TCEQ, recent incidents
(including fires and explosions at industrial sites) “have caused significant
impacts to the public and the environment demanding accountability within
the bounds of TCEQ authority.”
On September 14, 2020, the

2.

Increasing (and

(Continued on page 5)
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Message from the President
by Morris Williams Jr.

My first message to the body should be
reminding you all to register for WasteCon
that would have been held in Grapevine in December. Instead, we are continuing to navigate through the uncertain times of COVID-19.
Our local municipalities and private businesses are facing challenges that we never could
have imagined when 2020 took over the calendar. Nevertheless, I am honored to be the incoming President of this great organization.
Your TxSWANA Board has been busy navigating the “new normal.”
We have continued to meet virtually to handle the business of the Texas
Lone Star Chapter and the virtual meetings will continue until further notice. WasteCon 2020 has moved from an in-person meeting to a virtual
meeting. “WasteCon 2020: Embracing Disruption,” will take place as a virtual conference to be held January 26-28, 2021. I encourage everyone to
participate in the conference and more information will be available soon.
Going forward, my expectations are to provide our membership with
training opportunities while navigating through the constraints of COVID19. The solid waste industry has been a shining star and will continue to be
essential and quite necessary. I encourage you to maintain your professionalism and safety as you conduct your daily duties of keeping your communities clean and safe.
Thanks for all you do!
Respectfully,
Morris Williams Jr.
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in some cases, doubling)
the percentage of the maximum statutory penalty for programmatic alleged
violations. These include operating
without a permit or authorization, or
failing to maintain proper records or
submit reports.
3.
Increasing the number of violation events for any form of alleged
continuing violations. For example, a
single monthly violation event may be
considered four weekly violation
events, thereby resulting in a significantly increased penalty.

history rules in 30 Texas Administrative Code Chapter 60. This future rulemaking would allow the agency to
change a site’s compliance history classification to a new classification (called
“under review”) if that site “has
caused, suffered, allowed, or permitted
the creation of exigent circumstances,”
such as a major explosion or fire that
impacts the surrounding community
and environment. By changing the
site’s compliance history to “under review,” the agency would have a specified length of time to determine the final appropriate classification. The anticipated proposal date for this future
rulemaking (Project No. 2020-049060-CE) is December 16, 2020.

4.
Removing eligibility for the
20 percent expedited enforcement penalty deferral for facilities for which
there are two or more prior final adPlease be on the lookout for furministrative orders for violations in the ther developments and visit https://
same environmental media.
www.lglawfirm.com/news/ for more
5.
Enhancing the penalty by 20 information.
percent for a reportable emissions
Sam Ballard is an associate in
event occurring in counties with a pop- Lloyd Gosselink Rochelle & Townsend,
ulation of more than 75,000 residents. P.C.’s Air and Waste Practice Group.
The proposed changes are not
subject to formal rulemaking, but
TCEQ is accepting comments until October 30, 2020. The com m ents
will be presented to the TCEQ Commissioners for their consideration at a future Work Session. Comments can be
submitted
to
penalty_policy@tceq.texas.gov. Please visit
TCEQ’s webpage about the revisions for
further information.

Please feel free to reach out to Sam
with questions about TCEQ’s new recycling rules or other regulatory matters at sballard@lglawfirm.com or 512322-5825.

If you have any questions concerning legislative issues or would like
additional information concerning the
firm’s legislative tracking and monitoring services or legislative consulting
services, please contact Ty Embrey at
In addition to the penalty policy
(512)
322-5829
or
temrevisions, TCEQ has started the rulemaking process to revise its compliance brey@lglawfirm.com.
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HOUSTON OFFICE
5900 WHEELER
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77023
713-923-7600
FAX: 713-923-5522

SAN ANTONIO OFFICE
503 POP GUNN
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78219
210-224-5800

DALLAS OFFICE
1440 S LOOP 12
IRVING, TEXAS 75060
972-438-6488

EL PASO OFFICE
9545 PLAZA CIRCLE
EL PASO, TEXAS 79927
915-706-2621

WE NEVER STOP WORKING FOR YOU
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2020 TXSWANA
Young Professional Representative
Caitlyn Scholwinski
Meet Your TXSWANA YP Representative
Are you usually expected to have all the answers?
Well, that’s exactly the responsibility Catelyn
Scholwinski has in her community as Recycling
Coordinator for the City of New Braunfels, Texas.
Over the past nine years, she has inspired inquiring minds to reduce their environmental impact,
practice waste reduction, and support local sustainability initiatives. An enthusiastic educator,
Catelyn annually delivers customized, awardwinning curriculums that challenge and engage
more than 800 students to be better stewards of
the waste they generate. A dedicated researcher
and grant writer, Catelyn supports her municipality in an administrative capacity by exploring and
advocating for potential growth opportunities,
spearheading the City’s recent Comprehensive Solid Waste Management Plan for the Solid Waste
and Recycling Division. During her tenure, Catelyn
has initiated special recycling collection programs
for electronics and expanded polystyrene to increase diversion.
Her passion for preparing the next generation of leaders is also evident in her volunteer involvement
with SWANA. Catelyn serves as the Young Professionals (YP) Representative for the Lone Star Chapter, where she has helped bring more YP-focused conference events, webinars, and networking opportunities to Texas YPs. “SWANA has been an invaluable resource for learning and making contacts, and
I strive to help other YPs have that same experience,” she explains. “I am able to do my job better because of the information sharing SWANA facilitates, many aspects of which I would have never had
access to otherwise.”
Catelyn is a native Texan that grew up without recycling at home but came to appreciate it as an adult.
She earned a Bachelor of Arts degree from Trinity University with double majors in urban studies and
sociology. Vancouver, Canada is where she learned the value of waste as a resource and it motivated
her to complete a Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Sustainable Community Development from Simon
Fraser University. Catelyn is SWANA Certified as a Technical Associate of Recycling Systems and is
also Vice Director of SWANA’s Sustainable Materials Management Technical Division.
Want to get in touch? Email Catelyn at cscholwinski@nbtexas.org or give her a call at 830-221-4040.
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Bulk Material Fires Happen When You Least
Expect Them
(in winter after a rain)
by Risa Weinberger, P.E.

TxSWANA Newsletter readers might remember a SMART Committee article on
this subject about a year ago. As I always
say, it is not what you know, it is what you
can think of in time. Refresh your memory
by reading this and increase the chances
that you will THINK of what you KNOW in
time to prevent a fire. Safety in municipal
solid waste management is not just associated with collection and disposal. It is also
associated with managing organics. Bear in
mind that we are not just talking about
compost and mulch; spontaneous combustion can happen in stockpiled, baled paper
such as at a MRF and in any other organic
material that you may be storing in bulk.
Well, where I live the weather just
turned cold and windy after a long dry spell
– and it is raining! Here is a timely safety
issue that MSW managers should add to
their list of potential risks – spontaneous
combustion in bulk, organic materials.
The Dallas area was hit with a double
blow last year. Heavy wind in June damaged trees all over town AND THEN ten tornadoes cut right through established residential areas in October, dramatically uprooting and destroying many of the oldest
trees in the area. As we entered autumn
with colder than expected temperatures, the
leaves were really coming down, too! We
had no alternative but to stockpile lots of
bulk organics until they could be processed
or disposed.
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If your Texas City, like the Dallas area
last year, is also accumulating large stockpiles of bulk, organic materials, let’s hope it
is not because of natural disasters. But, no
matter what the origin, be aware that spontaneous combustion fires can happen any
time in such stockpiles. So, don’t be lulled
into complacency because the weather is
colder now and we are seeing more rain.
In fact, the risk of such fires is higher in the
winter and after a rain. And, the larger the
pile and the longer it stays undisturbed, the
higher are the chances that a spontaneous
combustion fire will occur.

Any pile of organic material like grass,
leaves, brush, trees, mulch or paper will
start to decompose and generate heat in
the center of the pile if it is not moved
around frequently and allowed to dissipate
its heat. Although heat is a necessary product of decomposition (such as in composting), excess heat can mean trouble. When
it rains, precipitation often only penetrates
a short distance into the pile. So, water
saturates the outside of the pile but the interior stays relatively dry, toasty and warm.
The wet material on the outside is just like
(Continued on page 9)

Use S.M.A.R.T.
We’re part of the
Solution!
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a nice, snuggly blanket
that traps heat on the inside. The pile
looks fine on the outside, but on the inside
it is smoldering away – generating more
and more heat. No air gets through the
blanket of wet material on top, so no
flames occur. But once an air channel
forms somewhere, oxygen hits the smoldering material and – VOILA! You have a
fire. Large quantities of material can burst
into flames at once if the pile is large and
much of it is smouldering below the surface.

time dissipating their own heat than smaller ones.

(Continued from page 8)

2. Don’t walk off and leave those
piles, thinking they will be fine until
you get around to doing something
with them. The longer they sit, the
higher the risk. Open the piles up and
move the material around frequently. Best
yet, recycle them as quickly as possible by
using or marketing the valuable organic
materials that they contain. Make compost
and mulch and put both to good use to increase our soil’s productivity and water retention.

Here are some precautions to prevent
fires in organic, bulk materials.

3. Don’t think that because there
is no smoke, nothing is going on.
Take temperatures frequently, in several
locations as close to the center of the pile as
possible. Increasing temperatures are a
sure indicator of fire risk.
(Continued on page 10)

1. Don’t pile materials higher than
12 or so feet, especially finer materials such as leaves, grass and ground
wood. How ever , ungr ound br ush is
also at risk. Larger piles have a harder
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(Continued from page 9)

4. Don’t lose track of your piles.
Keep a record of all stockpiles, when they
were formed, when they were rearranged
(cooled), and all temperature readings and
trends over time. Post clear signs at each
pile indicating its age the last time it was
turned, mixed or moved.
5. Monitor your site continuously
for several days after a fire. M any
times smouldering material is hiding on
your site, just waiting for a puff of oxygen to
ignite it. If you just extinguished a fire, you
may be surprised by hot spots in other piles,
that you were unaware of.
6. Train and empower your employees. Make sur e that ever y em ployee on the site is alert to the sight and
smell of smoke and to distinguish smoke
from steam. Every one of them should feel

very comfortable about alerting management to conditions that might result in
spontaneous combustion – including operational procedures.
Take a look at your safety plan and make
sure that spontaneous combustion fires in
your bulk, organic materials are addressed.
Remember that these fires can occur when
you least expect them! BE SAFE!
Safety Starts with you is brought to you by
your Safety Management Resource Team
(S.M.A.R.T)– If you have any related solid waste
safety question feel free to reach out to Ryan
Rawson at ryan.rawson@austintexas.gov, Derek
Mebane at derek.mebane@Hou stontx.gov, or
David Vartian at dvartian@up texas.org.
Use S.M.A.R.T.
We’re part of the Solution!
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES

DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIRECTOR-SOLID
WASTE MANAGEMENT
City of Houston
COORDINATOR SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT
City of Round Rock
These positions and others are added and removed as positions become available and/or are filled.
For more information on possible job openings, please visit the TXSWANA web site under NEWS,
LINKS, & JOBS. Please visit TXSWANA at: http://www.txswana.org

SOLID
WASTE
HEROS
AT

WORK
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MEMBERSHIP UPDATE

We Welcome the Following New Members (through Oct. 28, 2020)
Ron Abbott

Chevron Phillips Chemical
Company, LP
Chase Evan Adair
Student
Amy Adcox
Republic Services
Vicente Aguilar
City of Edinburg
Philip Aldridge
City of Corpus Christi
Alan Bean
LORENTZ Energy
Bill Blair
Brigade Electronics, Inc.
Kolby Burkhardt
Student
John Davis
Heil of Texas
Vance ‘Bubba’ Dawson
Dawson Recycling
and Disposal
Cindy DeWitt
City of Galveston
Scott Dickson
City of Lubbock
Reid Donaldson
Heil of Texas
Randy Fernandez
City of Edinburg
Leonard Finegold
Waste Management
Christopher Garcia Student
Jose Gonzalez
HD Waste & Recycling

Kirk Grady
John Leon Jones
Sarah Kaylor
Rafael Martinez

Gwg Wood Group Inc
City of Dallas
Balcones Resources
City of Temple
Lazaro Rafael Molano ONE~OAK~SUS, LLC.
Benjamin Morgan
Lockton Companies
Mehrab Nodehi
Texas State University
Doreen J. Ntiamoah-asare Univ. of Texas at Arlington
Kody Petillo
City of Waco
Vanessa Ramirez
City of Odessa
Shadman Sakib
Univ. of Texas at Arlington
Rafael Soto
City of Edinburg
Burgess Stengl
Civil & Environmental
Consultants, Inc.
Curtis Stinnett
Lumberton, TX
James Stout
Geosyntec Consultants
Martino Trevino
City of McAllen
Craig M. Workman City of Amarillo

Calendar of Events
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETINGS
Nov. 20

SWANA MRF Summit
Nov. 18-19 2020
Virtual Event

Corpus Christi

2020 SWANA WasteCon
Jan. 26-28, 2021
Virtual Event
SWANA S.O.A.R.
April 12-15, 2021
Kansas City, MO
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